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INTRODUCTION
Advances in high throughput measurement technologies (-omics data) have made it possible, and increasingly affordable, to generate high complexity, high volume data for oncology research.
Coordinate efforts in computational modeling and machine learning applications to biological data have yielded increasingly sophisticated methods to deeply characterize the mechanisms of disease
pathogenesis and heterogeneity among patients, which are predicates to the rapid development and timely and safe administration of efficacious treatments. Open source repositories that catalog,
harmonize and host -omics data collected from clinical or preclinical studies, generously donated by patients and researchers, provide revolutionary access to otherwise siloed data. The combination
of these advancements enabled us to characterize the molecular phenotypic heterogeneity that exists within a lung adenocarcinoma cohort from The Cancer Genome Atlas [1]. Using an inferencing
method on our proprietary knowledgebase of interconnected, scorable, directed networks, we identified mechanisms driving lung adenocarcinoma pathogenesis using mRNA expression data from
tumors compared to adjacent controls, and from heavy smokers (>40 pack years) compared to light smokers (<10 pack years). Lung adenocarcinoma tissue was defined by a molecular phenotype
indicative of tumor stem cell-like signatures. This was more pronounced in heavy smokers compared to light smokers, indicating a potential dose-dependent relationship between cigarette smoke
exposure and the active mechanisms in the tumor microenvironment, which may impact response to tumor microenvironment-sensitive therapies, such as immune checkpoint inhibitors.

METHODS
Description of Lung Cancer Adenocarcinoma Data Set

Two hundred thirty resected lung adenocarcinomas were characterized by mRNA sequencing and
published as part of the The Cancer Genome Atlas [1]. Tumor and normal tissues were evaluated, as
well as smoking status of individuals. Approximately 80% of patients in the data set had a previous
smoking history.
Differentially Expressed Gene (DEG) Analysis

Significant changes in gene expression were calculated using the limma package from the R
Bioconductor suite [2]. DEGs were calculated by comparing read counts from the following contrasts:
(1) all tumor tissue to all adjacent tissue; (2) tumor tissue from heavy smokers (>40 pack years) to tumor
tissue from light smokers (<10 pack years). 4487 and 2410 significant changes in gene expression
were identified, respectively.
Reverse Causal Inferencing

We applied a reverse inferencing approach that systematically interrogates RNAseq measurements
from tumor and control biopsies against a graph database of cause and effect interactions (Figure
1A). Within this graph, there exist directed signatures that describe the impact of a perturbation on a
set of downstream changes in mRNA expression (Figure 1A, inset). Our library was nucleated through
an open sourced knowledge graph [3] and enhanced with updated and relevant knowledge using
the Biological Expression Language framework [4]. Significant changes in gene expression from the
previously defined contrasts were mapped onto 526 directed graphs contained in the knowledgebase
(e.g., Figure 1B). Each network was evaluated for significance of network enrichment of mapped
changes and confidence in the inferred directionality of the upstream node in the directed network.
Mechanisms that met or were below near a p≤0.1 for both metrics were considered for further
biological interpretation analysis. Inferred mechanisms were connected using known prior knowledge
links into a more holistic graph describing the molecular phenotype present in lung cancer tissue.

Figure 1. QuartzBio Knowledgebase is made up of directed graphs representing biological
mechanisms upstream of gene expression. A, Schematic of QBKB showing network of
molecule-interaction-molecule triples; directed graphs can be extracted from the overall
network (inset). B, Example of a directed graph representing Mirlet7b activity and its
downstream gene targets. Mapping gene expression data allows evaluation of the activity
of Mirlet7b in a specific dataset.
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In LUAD tumor cells, we detected a pattern of gene signatures which indicated a tumor stem
cell-like phenotype characterized by:
• predicted decreases in the activity of pro-differentiation factors FOXP2 and PHOX2B
• an increased response to hypoxia, a feature of the tumor microenviroment with implications
for dedifferentiation of tumor cells [5].
Analysis of patients with heavy (>40) versus light (<10) pack-year burden suggested an
augmented dedifferentiation profile in heavy smokers, including
• decreased SOX6 [6],
• decreased HNF1A [7], and
• increased FAT1 signaling [8].
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Figure 2. Mapping changes in gene expression to directed gene networks elucidates upstream
biological activity by highlighting active gene networks that represent molecular mechanisms. A,
Mechanistic inference results from lung adenocarcinoma tumor tissue gene expression contrasted
with tumor adjacent tissue indicate a dedifferentiation phenotype. B, Inference results from
tumor tissue in heavy smokers contrasted with tumor tissue in light smokers indicates additional
dedifferentiation mechanisms to be active in a patient subtype defined by heavy smoking. Purple
indicates increased mechanism activity; blue indicates decreased mechanism activity.

CONCLUSIONS
Our in silico analysis of lung cancer patient biopsies generated hypotheses implicating stem cell
signaling in tumors and a further stratification of this signal based on patient pack year burden.
Given the implication of tumor stem cells in resistance to drug treatments in cancers, there is
increased focus on immunotherapies as a mechanism to circumvent this resistance, and the role
of PD-L1 in this milieu requires further examination. Understanding the molecular makeup of these
subtypes is critical when considering clinical research treatment strategies in immuno-oncology.
Our results indicate computationally derived molecular mechanisms with potential involvement in
tumor cell stemness and drug resistance with the potential for experimental follow-up.

FAT1 signaling has also been recently implicated in resistance to immune checkpoint inhibitors
in NSCLC patients [9]. Expression of PD-L1 has been associated with cumulative inhaled smoke
exposure in lung cancer patients, and with mechanisms inferred from our analysis (e.g., MIR140
signaling) [10,11]. However, MIR140 on PD-L1 is reported to suppress PD-L1, while increased
smoke exposure is reported to associate with higher PD-L1 expression; the behavior of PD-L1 in
this cohort requires further investigation.
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